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#archivegrid

---

Paula Stuart-Warren @PaulaStuartWarr

Updating my NUCMC & Its Cousins lecture after great #archivegrid webinar today. Thanks to a great ArchiveGrid team

---

Ashley Booth @AshleyNBooth

Great webinar on OCLC's #archivegrid. It will be very interesting to see how things progress.

---

Helen Kim @hinkim

Not all of my finding aids on OAC were harvested by #archivegrid even though they were posted several months ago?

---

Stanford ARS @StanfordARS

Also noticing problems with records harvested from Worldcat that state many of our collections are at different division #archivegrid

---

Tracy M Jackson @CraftyJackson

#archivegrid sounds like they're starting on the archival commons with a gaming structure. Sweet!

---

Yale Music Library @yalemuscidib

@MerrileeAm #archivegrid Thx for voicing my question!

---

Karim B Boughida @kboughida

you mean worldcat? autocorrect on “@kos2: important point: #archivegrid is made of 90% from Worldcat, but 10% from other sources”

---

Bob Kosovsky @kos2

TopicWeb derived relatedness elements based on user input to game on #Archivegrid

---

mtkidd @TheMadGiggler

Great idea to use gamification to make archival collection more discoverable #archivegrid

---

Tammi @tammiyk

TopicWeb kind of sounds like http://t.co/8qYmBQ79Jh project for archives. #archivegrid

---

mtkidd @TheMadGiggler

Listening to webinar by #archivegrid & thought I'd check to see what's new. The FA I added to VA Heritage has already been picked up. Cool!

---

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm

@TheMadGiggler yes, we just reindexed. Our current index and harvest schedule is about every 6 weeks #archivegrid

---

amy w @amelish

#archivegrid: a positive use for gamification, as opposed to all of those bullshit uses :) (see: http://t.co/j5j24M5zmL)

---

amy w @amelish

Examples of collaborative games include fold.it, @troveaustralia, http://t.co/SexyauRrmM #archivegrid
Bob Kosovsky @kos2
wow...#Archivegrid incorporating gamification to allow for greater discovery of archival collections

amy w @amelish
#archivegrid team floated idea of #crowdsourcing tool to identify "key collections" about a topic. Who's the team? What's their motivation?

amy w @amelish
"Annotating relations is difficult, even for humans." #NERproblems #archivegrid

amy w @amelish
In other words, NER to make #archivegrid browseable.

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileelAm
NER unexpectedly led us to gamification and TopicWeb @btwashburn tells the tale...
#archivegrid

amy w @amelish
RT @MerrileelAm: More research: in order to improve relevance ranking and linking, we took a stab at named entity recognition (NER) #archiv...

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileelAm
More research: in order to improve relevance ranking and linking, we took a stab at named entity recognition (NER) #archivegrid

Alyssa Vincent @vin_alyssa
RT @amelish: 1st look http://t.co/VHh3V9gTaY MT @MerrileelAm We'll be publishing results from two studies: user survey and EAD tag analysis...

Sara Snyder @sosarasays
I like hearing that #archivegrid folks are doing usability studies and #ux research to inform the direction of the product.

amy w @amelish
1st look http://t.co/VHh3V9gTaY MT @MerrileelAm We'll be publishing results from two studies: user survey and EAD tag analysis. #archivegrid

amy w @amelish
Post on the #archivegrid blog about unaffiliated scholars, what they want to know: http://t.co/jIESzheCRo cc @dustweetrhodes

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileelAm
We'll be publishing results from two studies: user survey and EAD tag analysis. Coming soon! #archivegrid

Sara Snyder @sosarasays
RT @MerrileelAm: For those of you who haven't seen ArchiveGrid in a while, you can check it out at http://t.co/nWwOZbfKl #archivegrid

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileelAm
More mobile users has lead us to optimize for them, using HTML5 #archivegrid

Yale Music Library @yalemusicidib
How can we make our records fuller in #archivegrid ??
Responsive design for #archivegrid based on increasing mobile traffic - @btwashburn

Providing the contact info for the collection's archivist is a big draw of #archivegrid.

Hi @helrond. Jane @janestevenson is listening here too, glass of wine in hand #archivegrid

For example @MerrileeIAm Searching for Vladimir Horowitz, our collection at Yale (the main repository for Horowitz) shows at #7 #archivegrid

Because most traffic comes through search engines, we are very interested in Search Engine Optimization (SEO) #archivegrid

ah! #Archivegrid blog: http://t.co/uQxEzQtG4X

ArchiveGrid blog -- another way to keep things lively http://t.co/eiykuXH9JT #archivegrid

Dealing w MARC, EAD, PDF & Word challenging-difficult to make apples into oranges (particularly when the apples aren't tagged) #archivegrid

We are always tweaking our filtering of MARC records to make sure we're getting records that are really "archival" #archivegrid

#archivegrid is made of 90% from Worldcat, but 10% from other sources

Most descriptions from #archivegrid come from WorldCat MARC records (90%).

#archivegrid 90% of records come from OCLC/MARC records

we'll be talking about our challenges with relevance ranking! #archivegrid
Yale Music Library @yalemusidib
#archivegrid wondering if relevancy ranking has gotten better...

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
what's in #archivegrid? Almost 2 million records, mostly from the US, and mostly in MARC

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
who uses #archivegrid? faculty, researchers, genealogists, and independent researchers

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
@amelish definitely if people want to hope on the webinar, they are welcome #archivegrid

amy w @amelish
Learning about #archivegrid! http://t.co/xRfjOf5V5x May still be possible to register, plus @MerrileeAm is taking Qs, comments.

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
For those of you who haven’t seen ArchiveGrid in a while, you can check it out at http://t.co/nVwoZjbKl #archivegrid

Alyssa Vincent @vin_alyssa
And the #archivegrid webinar begins!

Keri Cascio @keribrary
Attending #archivegrid webinar. It’s been a while since I’ve looked at it.

Amy C. Nickless @amycnickless
The #archivegrid webinar is beginning! I wonder what is new about Archive Grid and what I’ll learn I didn’t know before...

Tammi @tammiyk
About to start the #archivegrid webinar.

Roy Tennant @rtennant
RT @MerrileeAm: I’m attending the ArchiveGrid webinar. If you have questions or comments, I’ll be watching #archivegrid. Join us! http://t…

Trevor Thornton @trevorthornton
Really getting into these pre-webinar jams #archivegrid

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
I’m attending the ArchiveGrid webinar. If you have questions or comments, I’ll be watching #archivegrid. Join us! http://t.co/e1q2tIPWEc

Melissa Renspie @mrenspie
The OCLC Research #archivegrid and related work webinar starts in 10 minutes. Join us! http://t.co/unLKOox903

Melissa Renspie @mrenspie
Learn more about #archivegrid in today’s OCLC Research webinar from 3-4 pm ET http://t.co/zRSMEuOE45
Alexa Pearce @alexapearce
Sounds very useful: Learn More About ArchiveGrid and Related Work in 23 May OCLC Research Webinar: http://t.co/4gFEu2n6Lg

Iorcan dempsey @lorcanD
Did I mention that this was on later today :-) > Learn More About ArchiveGrid, OCLC Research Webinar: http://t.co/oquY7V87DQ

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileeAm
Our webinar on ArchiveGrid, including experiments with archival discovery on May 23rd! http://t.co/bU0IeUTBI5

Iorcan dempsey @lorcanD
Learn More About ArchiveGrid and Related Work in 23 May OCLC Research Webinar: http://t.co/E9qpMEfgxn